CENTRAL CONNECTICUT BOARD #6
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Approved Basketball Officials
One Rule + One Mechanic + One Interpretation + Uniform Signals = the Bd #6 Way

TIME-OUT
Grant/No Grant
 grant to team if teammate has player control, but not to
opponent
 after foul, do not grant until information is reported to table or
disqualified player has been replaced
 grant to team if ball is “at their disposal”, but not to opponent
 grant only to head coach (oral or visual) if there is player
control;
 grant to airborne player with possession; player with both feet
in air and falling out-of-bounds
 grant to either team, if ball is dead
 grant excess timeout; penalize the infraction
 do not grant during interrupted dribble
Signal






Official signals time-out by extending arm/open hand
straight up with simultaneous whistle
Official that signals the time-out also reports the time-out to
table.
Report team color, # of player or coach requesting time-out,
to scorers
Report if 30 or 60-second time-out to scorers/timer
Signal timer to begin time-out

Court Position Guidelines


Officials do not switch court positions. Official with “line
responsibility” when time-out was called, will administer the
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resumption of play throw-in and should assume that spot
after reporting the time out.
If 30 second - one official goes to designated resumption of
play spot and other official straddles division line, half-way
between center circle and sideline closest to table. Both
officials face the table.
If 60 Second - one official goes to designated resumption of
play spot and other official straddles division line, half-way
between sideline farthest from the table and the center
circle. Both officials face the table.
Administering official - place ball on either hip or back to
indicate direction of ball. Do NOT place on the floor!
Warning horn - when warning horn sounds, both officials
initially move towards each team huddle and verbally say
"first horn" and put index finger in air; then move to
resumption of play court positions.
Final horn – Administering official will blow whistle before
resuming play or use resumption of play procedure if teams
are not ready to play.
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